The Ethnic Studies Award for the Outstanding Undergraduate Research Paper on Diversity in the United States
$100 Prize

The winning paper should demonstrate significant scholarly engagement with a topic related to historical and/or contemporary issues of diversity in the context of the United States. “Diversity” should be addressed in terms of ethnicity or/and race, but the paper might also make connections to issues of gender, sexuality, class, and/or physical disability. The paper, approximately 10-30 pages in length, should evince the following:

• a clearly defined research question
• a clearly articulated methodological and theoretical approach, including articulation of a data set or body of evidence
• astute analysis or interpretation of the evidence
• lucid, cogent writing
• a bibliography or works cited page in either MLA or APA format

The Ethnic Studies Award for the Outstanding Undergraduate Research Poster on Diversity in the United States
$100 Prize

The winning poster should demonstrate substantial research of a topic related to historical and/or contemporary issues of diversity within the United States. “Diversity” should be addressed in terms of ethnicity or/and race, but the paper might also make connections to issues of gender, sexuality, class, and/or physical disability. The poster should be intellectually coherent and informative, visually compelling, and well designed. The poster should also be supported by a substantial written account of the research involved.

Papers and posters should be submitted to Pacific Undergraduate Research and Creativity Conference. Contact Professor Lydia Fox, Geology at lkfox@pacific.edu

For information contact
Professor Cynthia Dobbs, email cdobbs@pacific.edu
Professor Caroline Cox, email ccox@pacific.edu
Professor Xiaojing Zhou, email xzhou@pacific.edu